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Why should new versions of mission-critical technologies mean starting from scratch? If you already know how to use Microsoft Windows Server 2000, leverage those skills to quickly become an expert on Microsoft Windows Server 2003. Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Delta Guide skips the basics and moves straight to what's new and what's changed. The result? You save time and money while preparing yourself for the next generation of Microsoft's server operating system!

Use Your existing Windows Server skills to master Microsoft's newest operating system!

	
    Skip the basic concepts and move straight to what's new and changed. 

    
	
    Focus on learning advanced new technologies, techniques, and concepts. 

    
	
    Use topic-focused chapters to quickly upgrade the skills you use the most. 

    
	
    Access bonus online material covering core concepts you might have missed in the prior version. 

    
	
    Learn about changes to Active Directory replication, architecture, and maintenance. 

    
	
    See important security changes that can affect server upgrades. 

    
	
    Master new techniques for installing, administering, and securing servers. 

    
	
    Build headless servers using Emergency Management Services. 

    
	
    Take advantage of powerful new Group Policy capabilities. 
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SANs DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The rapid rise of e-commerce, data-heavy websites, and globalization has increased the demand for data storage space--and Storage Area Networks (SANs) are the best way to solve the problem.  This resource "demystifies" SAN technology and functions, showing how to manage, configure, and build your own SAN for a wide variety of...
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Introduction to Social Media Investigation: A Hands-on ApproachSyngress Publishing, 2015

	If you’re interested in using social media as an investigative tool, Introduction to Social Media Investigation will show you how! Social networks and social media, like Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare, are some of the most popular services on the Web, with hundreds of millions of users. The public information that people share...
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Python GUI Programming with Tkinter: Develop responsive and powerful GUI applications with TkinterPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to create visually stunning and feature-rich applications by empowering Python's built-in Tkinter GUI toolkit

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Tkinter's powerful features to easily design and customize your GUI application
	
			Learn the basics of 2D and 3D animation...
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Bioceramics: For Materials Science and Engineering (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomaterials)Woodhead Publishing, 2018

	
		Bioceramics: For Materials Science and Engineering provides a great working knowledge on the field of biomaterials, including the interaction of biomaterials with their biological surroundings. The book discussees the biomedical applications of materials, the standpoint of biomedical professionals, and a real-world assessment...
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Gay Liberation to Campus Assimilation: Early Non-Heterosexual Student Organizing at Midwestern UniversitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Association for the Study of Higher Education Outstanding Book Award Winner, 2020

	
		This book outlines the beginning of student organizing around issues of sexual orientation at Midwestern universities from 1969 to the early 1990s. Collegiate organizations were vitally important to establishing a public presence as...
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Getting Started with Review BoardPackt Publishing, 2014

	A complete tour of all the great features of Review Board, from creating a review request to managing Review Board as an administrator. Whether you're in development or quality control, this guide could change your working life.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to publish code review requests and analyze code in...
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